Oil Pans  
**LINE EXTENSION**  
**OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE**  
- Contains oil for vehicle engine
- Cast aluminum construction ensures increased durability and a long service life
- Includes oil drain plug and drain gaskets for a complete repair
- Finished with anti-corrosion coating

**FAILURE MODE:**  
- Stripped drain plug, collision damage, rust and corrosion, and oil leaks

Windshield Wiper Arms  
**LINE EXTENSION**  
**OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE**  
- Connects the wiper transmission to the windshield wiper blade
- Long-lasting enamel paint prevents flaking, peeling and fading
- High-tensile strength spring rate maintains proper wiper blade to glass contact

**FAILURE MODE:**  
- The original wiper arm fails due to damaged incurred during automated car washes or snow and ice removal
- Failure results in wiper arm not functioning properly and the inability to clear windshield

Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) Sensors  
**LINE EXTENSION**

**904-7559**  
IC Corporation 2010-08, International 2015-08, Fits MaxxForce, DT466 Engines  
OE Numbers: 2953754C91

**904-7783**  
Mack MRU 2012-08  
OE Numbers: 21164792

**904-7781**  
Mack 2014-11, Volvo 2017-11, Fits D11/13/16; MP7/8/10 Engines  
OE Numbers: 21126692

- Monitors exhaust gas temperature in the SCR system
- Bung repair kit and zip tie included for a complete installation
- Direct replacement for original equipment designs
- Recommended for replacement when servicing the DPF or exhaust

**FAILURE MODE:**  
- Sensor moves out of tolerance limits and gives incorrect readings, causing over-fueling issues during regen
- Reduced engine performance and illumination of the check engine light

Window Latch  
**LINE EXTENSION**

**924-5129**  
IC 2014-05, IC Corporation 2018-05  
OE Numbers: 2610206C91, 2610206C92

- Holds window open or closed
- Sturdy metal and plastic construction for an extended, reliable service life
- Includes two latches, sliders, springs and pins for a complete installation
- Great fix for bus companies looking to save repair time and money

**FAILURE MODE:**  
- The original plastic latch cracks over time, causing the window to slide open

Hood Restraint Cables  
**LINE EXTENSION**  
**OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE**

**924-5122CD**  
IC 2015-05, IC Corporation 2018-05, International 2018-02  
OE Numbers: 3551734C2

- Secures hood in open position
- Upgraded materials provide superior corrosion resistance and increased cable strength
- Easy-to-install, direct fit replacement

**FAILURE MODE:**  
- Corrosion and normal wear results in stretched or snapped hood strap
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